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GLOBAL COSMETICS
SheerAir Lipstick

Airy lipstick formula with the softest and most hydrating marshmallow like texture that adheres lightly on the lip. This formula addresses concerns of serious chapped lips, dead skin removal and fine line minimization, while penetrating nutritious actives effectively on the lip. The moisture can keep up to 8 hours, acting as a hydrating serum agent.

AceCreme Lipstick

Global signature lipstick technology. This unique design is made to let nutritious oil molecules to be activated during the lipstick application. This allows a precise melting application on the lips. The special process is achieved through changing the temperate sensitivity of oil and wax, producing a fine and warm texture. Our technical treatment adds flavour enabling long-lasting properties and a rich color pigmentation.
Natural Lipstick

Empowering a deep connection of cosmetics and the wild nature, this lipstick line supports vegan, cruelty free raw materials and eco-friendly revolution. Plant concentrated extracts based on the wild nature is important for lip metabolism and rejuvenation. A curated concentration of extracts protect the lips and the skin barrier against pollutants particles.

HydraMatte Lipstick

Our lipstick technology optimizes the hydration level with hyaluronic acid, playing an important role in this formula. This lipstick has the technology to optimize silicone and velvet powders with oil powders which enhances the texture for a soft application. Enriched with Coconut oil, Jojoba oil and Cocoa butter for extreme nourishing and moisturize. We add Vitamin E as antioxidant for lip protection.
Glitters Globe Lipstick

Focused on the finest shimmer spray for lipstick, creating crystal and luminous effect on the lips. Our technology has the powerful functionality to optimize the blends of the shimmer effect and the lipstick formulation in the most uniform manner, giving a vivid crystal and shiny color.
Emulsion Color Changing Lipstick

Our state of art, patented hydro-emulsion technology that stabilizes the cohesion of oil and water molecules emulsification. This technology is created by a Water in Oil emulsion, achieving a "What you see is not what is applied" philosophy. This is both effective as a decorative make up product and a skin care product with various functional properties.
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PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
Gold in Air Lipstick

Our Global special thinning technology enables nutritious gold pieces to be sliced at the thinnest texture, maintaining the molecules and the essence of the formula. As the active gold ingredients are well stored in the lipstick, it provides functional benefits like anti-aging, hydration and fine line minimization. This technology can address various concerns at once.
Lighterapeutic Lipstick

Our Global signature magnetic laser technology has transformed the visualization of the lipstick surface. This technology amplifies metallic colors and offers magnetic metallic patterns, allowing the formula to be shaped into various patterns and shapes. A detailed pattern can be designed, allowing visual product differentiation.
Embroidery Art Lipstick

Our embroidery moulding technology turns lipstick visualization into an artist creation. This unique creative technology is supported by a really smooth surface formulation, allowing to produce an exquisitely detailed carving pattern on the lipstick surface.
Marble Lip Balm
Global's meticulous heating process produces a swirl of colorful marble lip balm. Created with a genuine innovative color pigmentation, and a playful visual effect. This nourishing balm texture has the functionality to protect the lips from fine lines.
Mindful Flavour Lipstick

Global exclusive lipstick flavour made for a wild sensory lipstick exploration. Our exciting flavours include healthy cucumber plant, fun milk candy, elegant rose, refreshing lemon, and breezy cola. Our exclusive scent technology enables the flavour to last up to 4 hours. This scentful technology opens the world of present mindfulness. Once applied, our scent brings you the ultimate happiness and stressfree experience.
DivaCream Lipgloss
Unique formula that is highly pigmented and super hydrating. It offers the Triple Shine Complex with just one glide of application. It has a super long-lasting effect, with intense color pigmentation, that lasts up to 10 hours. Enriched with emollient oils for a glossy, fluid texture, and silicone polymers to intensify the dazzling soft feel on the lips.

HaloSheer Lipgloss
Sheer gloss with the lightest weighted texture. It has a hydra boost complex texture that is infused with Vitamin E and natural wax, along with coconut oil, to leave the lips instantly moisturized, smooth and nourished.
MatteCoat Lipgloss
Matte liquid technology is a weightless and long wear formula with a one –swipe smooth application. Made with beeswax to give the lips abundant nourishment. It has the perfect coat texture, that keep the pigmentation intact even after a long day.

Tinted Lip Oil
Global lip oil has an intense moisture formula that is creamy yet extremely light weighted. It contains Vitamin E and Coconut Oil giving a glossy look and reducing fine lines.

Gloss Glaze
This symbolic lip gloss is made by applying a unique liquid coating in a meticulous way. Glaze technology has a complex of distinctive qualities such as providing a soft creaming touch, strong pigmentation and a high level of adhesion. The texture is stabilized to give a pearl, sparkle, duo-chrome, holographic or iridescent finishing.
The Natural Beehive Lip Mask

Global uses food grade oil to create this lip mask formula. Our edible oil includes world recognized Ecocert natural ingredients such as Vitamin E, white flower seed oil and olive oil. After application, the light weighted honey acts as a protective and nourishing layer on the lips, keeping them juicy and glossy.
Maxi-lip™
Lip Serum

Global's elegant lip serum has the best formulations to allow deeply penetration underneath the skin. The serum helps natural repair, locking moisture and preventing anti aging particles to be developed on the skin, leaving the lips looking healthy and feeling smooth.
Sugary Sweet Lip Scrub

Global uses the simplest and most effective key ingredients for lip scrub. Our sugar cane particles act as the main base to exfoliate, and coconut oil with honey act as a divine softener to melt the dead skin texture completely. This magnifies the softness of the lips, with no burden or harsh chemicals.
Impasto Velvet Foundation
The Impasto Velvet foundation has the most comfortable matte finish. It gives a high coverage, and total resistance to humid and water environment. This amazing formula can last for a day without touchups needed. Its non acnegenic which makes the skin stay fresh without any damages.

Hydra Flaire Foundation
Hydra Foundation is extraordinarily essential to achieve a beaming look. By infusing the liquid evenly, this special technology allows the foundation to blend extremely well in the skin. Hy Foundation provides advanced moisture complexion and high -impact coverage.

Fiber Silk Serum Foundation
First health- conscious serum foundation that can benefit the skin significantly. It guarantees a high coverage and flawless hold all day long. Infused with hydraulic acid this formula has proven to penetrate the skin keeping it hydrated. This makeup technology provides an intense hydrating feeling with a healthy look.
Radiant Air
Cushion Compact

The Radiant Air Cushion Compact focuses on creating a healthy-looking glow and natural sheer coverage for the ultimate Radiant State of Mind. Our technology stabilizes fine liquid by making the liquid pigment small, uniform and smooth. Enriched with pearl essence, the skin is well hydrated and brightened with a dewy glow.

Matte Air
Cushion Compact

The Global Matte Air Cushion Compact focuses on creating a flawless satin-matte coverage. It’s a revolutionary formula optimized by combining light weight, hydration and matte texture. By controlling the matte characteristics of the formula, it creates an excellent and even nourished finishing.
Probiotic Products

Global's micro-ecological formulation allows the probiotic nutrients to penetrate underneath the epidermis, strengthen the skin immunity and balance the bacteria species. This product is made to build up strong skin barrier against aggressive environment pollutants, to clear up excessive bad bacteria, restore the skin balance and therefore give a glow, smooth, healthy and elastic skin.
Amino Acid Cleansing Cream

The Amino Acid Concentrate cleansing cream contains peptide related ingredients for skin clarification. While working at its best to maintain the natural moisturizing skin complexion, it benefits and strengthens the skin barrier function. This magical cleansing cream skip all the complicated steps, suitable for daily light make up or heavy long lasting make up.
Soothing Facial Oil
Herbal Facial Oil
Gold Tree Facial Oil
Sandalwood Rejuvenating Facial Oil

Our Global signature facial oil formulations are based on the natural and wildest essence of Sandalwood, Rosewood, Chamomile, Lemon and Plant Golden trees. This range of serums have diverse benefits from anti-aging, antiwrinkle, skin barrier protection, anti-inflammation, and pore tightening effect.
Hydration Stick

Our Hydration Stick contains 18% of water and tremendous moisturizing active ingredients such as Hyaluronic Acid. The application is richer than hydration mist while it is not oily in touch. It helps hydrate our face with an ease of convenience at anytime.
Advanced Repair Miracle Serum
A miracle anti aging serum packed with powerful antioxidant complex to reveal a brighter, firmer and more even looking complexion.

Alpha-Bisabolol Soothing and Repairing Serum
The breakthrough Alpha-bisabolol serum combines of Alpha-bisabolol and peptides for soothing and anti-inflammatory skin. It has efficacy proven with in vivo test on anti-inflammatory and soothing effect.

Genoptics Luminous Serum
The next generation advanced whitening serum delivers incredible brightening action, inhibits the melanin formation and reveals a more even-toned and luminous skin complexion.

Advance Time Reverse Serum
This advance serum is a clean cutting edge that combines super rich active antioxidants, to dramatically diminish the appearance of fine lines, deep wrinkles and sun damage, revealing a vibrant, younger-looking complexion.
Hexapeptide Repairing Essence

This breakthrough repairing essence packed with a powerful edelweiss extract that contains hydrating cytokines and makes hyaluronic acid easier to pass through the skin. The essence provides an optimal moisturization by acting on the epidermis and dermis level. The ultimate repair peptides contains high-end collagen egg white active ingredients, in aid of improvement in the appearance of skin's tone, texture and firmness. The hydration effect could last up to 45 to 72 hours. Other powerful ingredients such as hydrolyzed red algae extract is essential to inhibit fat production and allow the contour of the face to be enhanced. The high tech combination of nicotinamide, arbutin are used significant to reduce melanin, synergistic for skin whitening. This lightweight, hard hitting essence is ideal for all skin.
Anti-aging Mask
Global adopts a low viscosity emulsification technology to allow the actives ingredients to be effectively delivered to the skin. Immerse the skin in intense hydration, that improves radiance immediately after application. It improves texture by plumping up skin with moisture for elevated smoothness. A sheet mask technology that creates a high moisturizing emulsion that improves wrinkles.

Recovery Cell Mask
Global recovery mask helps the skin recover from the damage it experiences on a daily basis from external and internal factors. Our mask helps the skin to recover from these factors such as extreme sun exposure and environmental aggressors. A combination of different fruit extracts and organic oats help support the skin to neutralize the breakdown harmful free radicals, resulting in a healthy and radiant skin.
Whitening to the Max Mask
An enhanced combination of strong and powerful ingredients such as Vitamin C and other natural extracts provides enhanced whitening effects. UV-induced skin darkening is visibly reduced and the appearance of dark spots minimized to reveal a more even skin tone, leaving the skin a brighter and more radiant complexion.

Lavender Youth Rescue Mask
Lavender Youth Rescue mask is a quick fix facial designed to combat signs of tiredness and overstressed skin, providing incredible smooth and radiant results after just one use. Powered by hydraulic acid and plant extract such as lavandula augnstifolia oil extract that are gentle to the skin, this emergency treatment helps to comfort and reset the complexion.

Silk Galaxy Mask
Global's sheet mask technology creates a silk mask texture that allows small molecules to be penetrated in the skin. Silk Galaxy mask hydrates and tones the complexion to restore radiance and suppleness to all skin types. The key ingredients includes ubiquinol and pure hydraulic acid that are notable for its soothing and toning properties.
Total Solution Clarifying Cleanser
This Global Signature Cleanser gives a total convenient solution to facewash. This is a make up removal, a cleanser, a mask and an exfoliator. It has a magical milk like texture that help to cleanse make up and hydrate the skin like a mask. The cooling sensation gives you the most soothing and relaxing feeling. Perfect to skip all the complicated cleansing steps and achieve the best hygienic and moisturizing result.
Sorbert Cleansing Cream
This softening cleansing cream has the most fascinating texture to purify your skin with a layer of sorbert-like cream. The formula is made to give you a strong moisturizing and soothing effect. All key ingredients, such as marigold, licorice, are pleasing to all type of skin, especially for sensitive skin. This cleanser creates a perfect cleansed face, settling right before bedtime.
Marine Eye lip Makeup Removal
Our dual phase make-up remover have two layer, the colorless top layer and the marine blue bottom layer. It contains marine ingredients and proteins that are gentle and delicate to the eye and lips. Shake before use to form small emulsion droplets that powerfully remove waterproof and strong cosmetics. Easily to use with just one wipe.
COSMO Skincare

COSMOS sets the highest standard for natural cosmetics in Europe. Our organic natural skincare technology specializes in ultimate natural nano-components. GMOs, radiation, animal testing, stone chemical ingredients are excluded. The source of ingredients come from COSMOS grade and Ecocert Organic grade natural farm, which are committed to promote environmentally and socially responsible activities.

Moringa Oleifera Story: The Moringa Oleifera is an indigenous tree from the north of India, Pakistan and Nepal. It is a commonly used plant and a rich source of nutrients and antioxidants. The plant seed contains a range of phytochemicals, including antioxidants, such as vitamin C, B-carotene, tocopherol, sitosterol, vitamin A, and a few rare classes of compounds including alkaloids, glucosinolates, and isothiocyanates. It has an effective anti-aging functions to reduce levels of PM2.5, heavy metal damages and protect against harmful pollutants particles. Natural concentrated extracts based on the wild nature is important for skin metabolism and rejuvenation that can benefit the skin tremendously.
COSMOS Foundation

Global focuses on developing the cleanest foundation. Our secret formula is 100% natural, organic and clean. The source of ingredients come from the natural farm of European Union ECOCERT, an organization that is committed to promote environmentally and socially responsible activities. By infusing the liquid evenly, this special technology allows the foundation to blend extremely well with the skin.
Cosmos Lipstick

Global introduces our cleanest lipstick formulation. Our secret formula is 100% natural, organic and clean. The source of ingredients come from COSMOS grade and Ecocert Organic grade natural farm, which are committed to promote environmentally and socially responsible activities. This lipstick is free from animal testing. The lipstick is composed of Pine Needle Extract, Macadamia oil, Meadowfoam Seed Oil, Vitamin E, Candelilla Wax, Organic Shea Butter and Coconut Oil. COSMOS lipstick has passed the toxicity test of Vitargent Biotechnology using zebrafish embryo, effectively proving our COSMOS lipstick is free of acute toxicity, chronic toxicity and estrogen.
Green Shower Perfume
The Forest bath green shower contains refreshing grapefruits and mint to soothe the restless heart of the wood. Reinforced by nutmeg and cedar to create the feeling of the misty forest, perfect to escape out from the city life.

Breath in Brittany Perfume
This perfume has a lot of mint, peony and cedar to create an oriental aroma in the purest form. A delicate accompaniment of musk and cedar leaves an intriguing spiritual feeling when applied.
Sweet Wash Perfume

The delight fruit flowers and the brief touch of woody scent are a surprise combination. A melting pot of fruits such as pineapple, grapefruits, strawberry add flavour to the romantic sweet pink scent.

Figaro Wedding Perfume

A defining scent from the spirit of masculinity and feminity. A perfume that touches the sensual universality of both. It introduces our use of devilwood, musk, sandalwood and fragrant vetiver. Also, some woody flavour and musky notes, that gives this perfume its unisex signature and addictive comfort.
Sunday Lover Perfume

Sunday lover is one of the most precious essences in the world. With its origin on musk, vanilla, lily and plum. The perfume is reinforced by a cedar and blackberry base. This aroma has a strong elegance.

Rocking Girl Perfume

This perfume is simply a mystery. A strong concentration of spicy bitter notes, with pink pepper and coffee creating a crazy combination. Its simply unpredictable, as it does not follows the laws of perfumery.
Ripple in Breeze Perfume
An eccentric rose, paired with the kindness of pear, to give an alternating feminine aroma. In the background, the sensuality of musk and patchouli, a warm and spicy note such as amber, highlighted with notes of Rhubarb gives this perfume a bewildering sense of mission.

Aire Evasion Perfume
Floral perfume par excellence. Created as a modern alternative to the old-fashioned traditional floral signatures. A unique floral impact is amplified by a chord of jasmine, lilac and cedar. It’s a perfume that gives it a distinctive aroma.